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C-CDA standards-based development

§ At what point of non-compliance does the standard cease to be ‘standard’?
- When I stepped into IP Development from Consulting 5 years ago, we were still trying to correct 

issues with C-CDAr1.1 for MU2 and now had to also add C-CDAr2.1 for MU3 which added two new 
document templates. 

- We needed to develop some NHCS templates.
- Then we had to develop Care Plan Templates for multiple solutions in Cerner.
- We had a project for eICR.
- In between all that were the errata releases and the clean-up for the Scorecard to make the useability

better.
§ None of this takes into account any of the tooling that the teams developed for clients 

to manage their templates.
§ This also does not account for any of the effort determining how we needed to handle 

these documents once they were created.
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Electronic Initial Case Reporting (eICR)

§ We started this work two years ago
§ We developed to the eICR standard
§ We have been working with two of our clients on deployment of 

this
- One of them is using the solution we developed
- The other, Intermountain, is using a solution they developed

§ The solution has been deployed to our client for over a year
§ A technically accurate eICR, but the solution to call it was 

disjointed
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eICR Use-Case Driven Approach

§ Overall use case = new approach
§ Cloud approach = easier to manager CDC triggers
§ Trigger on client site = countdown timer to creation of eICR
§ End of timer = creation of eICR
§ New design/new approach = less time & easier deployment
§ Use case focus = success
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Implications for HL7 C-CDA & Structured Doc

§ Exacting standards vs. limiting Innovation
§ Collecting, Sharing & Processing of Documents

- How & When?
§ Storytelling Power of C-CDA

- Subjective, Objective, Assessment, Plan (SOAP) model
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SOAP

§ Subjective
- Basic CCD – at check-in; demographics; patient states

§ Objective
- A more complete CCD – after any provider inputs their findings; anything the provider discerns or observes during 

their visit with the patient either from instrumentation, viewing, listening, some other form of sensing, or 
interviewing

- Problem Note
- History & Physical

§ Assessment
- Discharge Summary – After a visit, the provider’s final assessment, including diagnosis.
- Procedure Note/Operative Note

§ Plan of Treatment
- Care Plan – A care plan document the provider creates with goals, procedures, instructions, other follow-up
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Where do we go from here?

§ As an Implementer, I know that we need to make sure we have a solid 
use-case in place before we develop with a standard.
- To that end, I think it is inherent on the implementer community to share relevant 

use cases with HL7 to inform not only new template design and Implementation 
Guide Documentation, but also to provide context for existing guides.

§ As a member of HL7, I would personally like to see more of that included 
at the implementation guide level. I do not believe it needs to be dictated 
that a template mandates a specific use case, but I do think we could do 
more to identify the how & when of use cases.
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